We study a replenishment model that the retailer shares his leftovers on his direct online sales channel and traditional retail channel. When one of the sales channels is out of stock and another has leftovers, the latter shares its leftovers with the former. Commonly, there is competition between two channels. Therefore, we take the consumers' behavior including retailer inconvenience cost of traditional retail channel, and risks and delivery lead time of direct online sales channel into consideration. Then, we use the function of consumer utility to measure the Demand distribution function. Furthermore, the optimal replenishment models in independent decision-making and in lateral transshipment are established separately. Then the results of two models are compared by order quantity and retailer's profit. What's more, it is found that lateral transshipment between dual sales channel inventory can reduce the order quantity and increase the retailer's profit when the prices and demand distribution satisfy certain conditions. Finally, the numerical analysis of the model is carried out. The validity of the research results is proved by examples.
Introduction
With the advent of the era of new retailing, e-commerce and traditional retail store increasingly contact. The core of the new retailing is to promote the integration of traditional retail and e-commerce [1] . Compared with "pure e-commerce", re- 102 iBusiness like to get more market share in the fierce competitive market, they have to develop direct online sales channel and traditional retail channel at the same time. However, almost all companies which own dual sales channel would have two apartments to manage dual channels respectively. In that case, it is wasting that retailers need to use more funds and to order more inventories. Therefore, we build a model in which the retailer shares the leftovers on his direct online sales channel and traditional retail channel. When one of the sales channel is out of stock and another has leftovers, the latter shares the leftovers with former.
The research and literatures related to our paper include order model, lateral transshipment and competition between dual sales channel. Firstly, the order model is an important field in supply chain management. In the last hundred years, many scholars have carried out various aspects of the classical model-Economic
Order Quantity (EOQ) and Joint Economic-lot Size (JELS) in the inventory model.
One of the most important extensions is to consider lateral transshipment of the order model. Lateral transshipment was first proposed by Gross [2] , referring to the fact that two companies are at the same level in the supply chain. And one of the companies does not meet all the demands at the end of the quarter, while another has leftovers. Then the latter will share the leftovers with the former. It is not only can improve the former's customer satisfaction, but also can reduce the latter's leftovers. In recent years, the literature on lateral transshipment has become increasingly abundant. On the one hand, many scholars have studied the development of lateral transshipment strategies among enterprises at the same level, for example, Lee [3] , Balachander et al. [4] and Tagaras [5] constructed a multi-level inventory model of repairable goods with emergency stocks at a certain level of service; Wee et al. [6] examine the optimal order model when e-commerce retailers share inventory; Chen et al. [7] studied when supplier and retailer both use order-up-to strategy to manage inventory and the customers' demand is random, how they can arrive the overall supply chain's optimal order quantity in lateral transshipment problem. On the other hand, other scholars are committed to a specific situation of lateral transshipment between enterprises. For example, Taesu [8] studied the effect of reallocating stocks on order quantity decisions when retailers transshipped easy-to-corrode goods, and whether it can save funds and other sources on easy-to-corrode goods; Koushik et al. [9] analysis the existence of warehouses and emergency orders between the two kinds of goods and two warehouses in the regular inventory of the order model. Wang Chunxing [10] studied that when the enterprises are in the model of order assembly, lateral transshipment between different modules of enterprises would have impacts of pricing issues. At the same time, they put forward a model to maximize profits of retailers. Among the literatures, the most relevant research with our research is the study of the leftovers shared in dual sales channels [11] , but the consumers demand in this article is assumed to be random and independent. However, there is no consideration that consumer behavior and preferences would affect the demand of consumers in duals channels. Therefore, our paper is based on Jing's study. But the innovation of our paper is to consider the different service levels between direct online sales channel and traditional retail channel. The service levels would impact customers' decision directly. However, it is difficult to measure the decision of consumers. Bhatnagar, Yan R and XIAO Jian et al. [12] [13] [14] have shown that the inconvenience of traditional retail channel is an important factor for consumers to shopping online, and they define the availability of goods for the traditional retail channel as retailer inconvenience cost. In the direct online sales channels, consumers need to waiting for a long time before they receipt the goods, and they define the waiting time as delivery lead time.
Kay-yut chen [15] studied that when retailers sell goods by dual sales channels, consumers' demand mainly depends on service levels of the two channels. However, consumers' valuation of the goods and the shopping experience is key. Yan and Pei [13] divided the decision into centralized decision and decentralized decision, and analyzed the factors that affect the service level of dual sales channels.
Xu [16] classified three different ways to operate online sales channels, including the manufacturer to operate online sales channels, retailer to operate online sales channels and third-party company to operate online sales channels. On the basis of the above scholars, our paper collated in the dual sales channels, the impact of the level of service factors mainly for delivery lead time of online shopping and retailer inconvenience cost of traditional retail channel. Retailer inconvenience cost is the cost of consumers to find and get the goods. Innovations of this paper includes: Firstly, we considered the competitive relationship between the dual sales channels. When the same consumer chooses one of the channels to buy goods, they would like to experience good service. Secondly, to make up for the previous, we studied of independent random demand under the dual sales channel order model, we used function of consumer utility to measuring the dual channel competition under the demand distribution.
Notations Assumptions
Because we use the function of consumer utility to measure the Demand distribution function, we need to assume consumers are rational and risk neutral person. Then, our paper only studies the simple condition that there is a retailer and single kind of goods. What's more, we studied the single-period problem. Therefore, we need to assume that ( 
Overall Model
Learnt from Xu's paper [16] , our paper uses consumer utility function to measure consumer demand. In general, the utility function represents a function of the quantitative relationship between the utility of the consumer in terms of consumption and the combination of goods consumed. In this paper, the utility function is used to measure consumers' satisfaction from different channels of consumption. When the consumer's utility is greater than zero, consumers will buy goods through this channel. When the price of dual channels satisfy ( ) ( ) Figure 1 , the consumers will purchase goods by two sales channels. And the demand distribution function of the traditional retail channel and direct online sales channel are as follows:
( )
According to the article in Zhuang (2011), the traditional retail channel's demand expectations and direct online sales channel's demand expectations are as follows: 
Independent Strategy Model in Dual Sales Channel
In order to know whether lateral transshipment in dual sales channel is benefit for retailer, we accumulate two cases of optimal order quantity, independent replenishment strategy and replenishment model based on lateral transshipment strategy. First of all, this article establishes an independent order model. 1) The first step is to calculate the optimal order quantity for traditional retail channel of independent replenishment strategy. Obviously, the goal is to maximize the profit of the retailer. It can be seen that the expected sales quantity of traditional retail channel is ( ) ( )
, expected backorder quantity is ( ) ( )
's second derivative less than zero, we can know:
( ) ( )
q is the optimal order quantity for the traditional retail channel of independent replenishment strategy.
2) Similarly, we calculate the optimal order quantity for direct online sales channel of independent replenishment strategy. It can be seen that the expected sales quantity of direct online sales channel is
, and expected backorder quantity is q is the optimal order quantity for the direct online sales channel of independent replenishment strategy.
Replenishment Model of Lateral Transshipment Strategy in Dual Sales Channel
When the dual sales channels shared leftovers with each other, there are follow- 
, the direct online sales channel is out of stock, while traditional retail channel has leftovers. We still can classify two following cases: 
The goal is to maximize the profit of the retailer. It can be seen that the expected sales quantity of traditional retail channel is ( )
, S, expected backorder quantity is ( ) ( )
, Π's first and second order partial guidance are ( )
The profit function ( )
Similarly, profit function of direct online sales channel is
, Π's first and second order partial guidance are ,Π is concave. The two sales channels can calculate the optimal order quantities and make decision based on Nash game.
Model Analysis

Comparison Study of Two Strategies
Compared the above two models, the following theorem can be drawn: Theorem 1. The equilibrium optimal order quantities need to satisfy the following equals at the same time: q to meet the above equals at the same time, both channel arrive their own optimal order quantity.
Theorem 2. 
Numerical Analysis
To make a numerical analysis of two strategies, we found some data from the Suning online mall and a traditional retailer. However, the original data is not suitable to our conditions above, so we shrink the data at the same rate. And in order to calculate conveniently, we simplify the data at acceptable extent. Then, From Table 2 , we can learn that lateral transshipment can reduce order quantity and improve retailer's profit at the same time. The optimal order quantity of traditional retail channel is reduced by 24%, and the optimal order quantity of the direct online sales channel is reduced by 13.02%. What's more, the profit of traditional retail channel is increased by 0.1%, and the profit of the direct online sales channel is increased by 14.6%.
Conclusion
On the basis of Nash equilibrium, our paper built a replenishment order model of lateral transshipment under the dual sales channel. It is concluded that lateral transshipment between traditional retail sales channel and direct online sales channel can reduced the optimal order quantity and improve retailer's profit at the same time when the two channels' price meets certain conditions. We can learn some management revelations of dual sales channels' inventory strategy. First of all, we took impacts of consumer behavior on consumer demand into consideration, and we use function of consumer utility to measure the dual sales channel's demand function when dual sales channels are competitive. Then it's compared that 
